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The level scheme of 212Rn has recently been expanded and extended to spins of ∼39h¯ and excitation energies
of about 13 MeV using the 204Hg(13C,5n)212Rn reaction and γ -ray spectroscopy. Time-correlated techniques
were used to obtain channel selectivity and improved sensitivity. New γ -ray branches from states associated with
valence proton configurations as well as a number of new states below the 22+ isomer have been identified. The
excitation energy of the 22+ core excited isomer itself has been established through the observation of several
branches parallel to the main decay, implying a transition energy of 7.6 keV for the previously unobserved
decay to the 20+2 state. The level scheme above the 22+ isomer includes two new isomers with τ = 25(2) ns
and τ = 12(2) ns placed at 12,211 and 12,548 keV, respectively. These are attributed to configurations involving
triple neutron core excitations coupled to the aligned valence protons. The results are compared to semiempirical
shell-model calculations, which can account for many of the states observed, with considerable precision for
the valence proton configurations but with significant energy discrepancies for some core excited configurations.
Calculations within the deformed independent particle model (DIPM) have also been carried out for the main core
excited configurations at high spin and compared with both experiment and the empirical shell-model approach.
The possible sources of discrepancies in both approaches are discussed, and it is suggested that anomalously low
excitation energies are predicted for specific configurations in the DIPM.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The identification of excited states in nuclei close to the
Z = 82, N = 126 double-shell closure has been an important
part of the development of the understanding of the structure
of heavy nuclei. The nuclide 212Rn, in particular, with its
relatively simple structure of a closed neutron core and four
valence protons, is attractive as a testing ground for the study
of both low- and high-spin states [1–7]. The principal interests
have been to develop shell-model approaches and probe their
limit of applicability and, from another point of view, to
address the question of whether deformation plays a role. The
latter is a natural expectation given that increasing numbers of
particles congregate near the nuclear equator as high angular
momentum states are formed by the mutual alignment of the
spins of individual nucleons. This expectation is captured in
the deformed independent particle model approach [8,9].
From the shell-model viewpoint, the main ingredients
controlling the formation of the yrast line seem to be the
attractive proton-neutron residual interactions acting between
mutually aligned particles and the nonlinear particle-octupole-
vibration coupling, which favors specific (multiparticle) proton
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and neutron configurations [10]. The attractive interactions
offset the cost in energy incurred in promoting neutrons out
of the core so as to gain angular momentum by populating
the high-j orbitals above the neutron Fermi surface, the prime
method of making higher spins once the angular momentum
available from the valence protons is exhausted.
The energy favoring of a particular class of configuration
to form high-spin states is also manifested, in general, in
the presence of isomers. In 212Rn, early studies identified
high-spin yrast isomers up to spins of 30h¯ [1,2] and excitation
energies of about 8.5 MeV, some involving double neutron-
core excitations. A Jπ = 33− isomer and high-lying γ -ray
transitions were subsequently observed in work that was a
precursor to the present study [3]. Yrast states with related
configurations have also been identified in 211Rn and 210Rn
[11,12]. In 212Rn, states with higher spin than 33h¯ can be
formed, in principle, with relatively simple configurations by
combining the valence protons and other double neutron-core
excitations to exploit further the g9/2, i11/2, and j15/2 orbitals
above the neutron Fermi surface. The lowest of these are
likely to involve proton components such as the (h39/2i13/2)17−
and (h29/2i213/2)20+ configurations coupled to two neutron-core
excitations, for example, (p−21/2g9/2i11/2)10+ or (p−21/2j 215/2)14+ ,
giving states with J ∼ 34h¯. At that stage, triple neutron-core
excitations might also become competitive, with the maximum
spins available from energetically favored configurations being
about 40h¯. The present study of 212Rn was aimed at both a more
comprehensive study of the level scheme and the identification
of states in this limiting region of angular momentum. A
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number of aspects of the present results on the new high-spin
isomers identified, and their configurations, were published
recently [13]. More information on the spectroscopic results
and assignments relevant to the earlier letter is provided in
this article, in addition to a comparison between the shell-
model and deformed independent particle model approaches.
Results on the N = 126 nuclide, 210Po, obtained in the same
measurements, have also been published [14].
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DETAILS
The results were obtained using the (13C,5n) reaction on
204Hg. Two sets of measurements were made using similar
beam-target conditions but with different configurations for the
γ -ray array, CAESAR. An oxide target enriched in 204Hg was
used for both, with a pulsed beam of 13C at 89 MeV provided by
the Australian National University 14UD Pelletron accelerator.
Pulses of about 1 ns in width were separated by 856 ns, a
configuration chosen to match the lifetimes of the 22+ and
30+ isomers. (The low-lying 8+ isomer has a longer lifetime
of 1.2 µs.) The energy was chosen to enhance the high-spin
population in the 204Hg (13C,5n)212Rn reaction, being above
the peak of the cross section for the 5n evaporation channel and
therefore at the expense of increased contamination from the
6n channel leading to 211Rn. The nominal maximum angular
momentum input (sharp cutoff) is about 40h¯. Our previous
measurements [3] used this reaction at lower energies and also
the 198Pt(18O,4n)212Rn. The latter has a more convenient target
but not as high an angular momentum input.
In the first set of measurements the array comprised six
hyperpure Ge detectors and one LEPS detector for enhanced
low-energy efficiency. The six Compton suppressed detectors
in CAESAR are arranged in the vertical plane, in pairs, at
angles with respect to the beam direction of ±97◦,±148◦,
and ±48◦, allowing γ -ray anisotropies to be measured. In the
second set of measurements, the array was augmented with the
addition of three large-volume Ge detectors (Compton sup-
pressed and 80% efficient) and an additional LEPS detector,
all in the horizontal plane.
Gamma-γ -time matrices were constructed from these data
to establish the coincidence relationships. Where possible,
additional time conditions were used to select γ rays feeding
or following isomers. Lifetime information was obtained by
projecting intermediate-time spectra from γ -γ -time cubes
with gates on γ rays above and below the state of interest
as well as from the γ -ray-time data with respect to the
nanosecond-pulsed beams.
Analysis of the data from the second experiment was also
aimed at providing angular anisotropy information to constrain
multipolarities for transitions above the 22+ isomer. This was
accomplished by constructing three matrices, with transitions
observed in any of the three pairs of six detectors in the vertical
plane (defining three angles with respect to the beam axis), on
one axis, with any delayed transitions observed in the other
eight large detectors. Gates were then set on the delayed tran-
sitions, beginning with the main cascade transitions below the
22+ isomer and progressively moving up in the level scheme
to isolate specific transitions above the 30+ isomer, without
contamination. As will be evident later, this also allowed
several independent determinations of the anisotropies of the
higher transitions and the isolation of cases where specific
transitions are contaminated by γ rays of similar energy, lower
in the level scheme.
Spectra constructed from such matrices allowed three-
point anisotropies to be determined. (Note that these will
be indicative of spin differences but are not sufficient to
extract precise mixing ratios.) The angle and energy-dependent
relative efficiencies required for the anisotropy determination
were internally calibrated using the broad spectrum of lines
produced in activity. The overall relative efficiency was
determined using standard sources.
III. RESULTS AND LEVEL SCHEME
Transitions assigned to 212Rn, including those reported in
Ref. [13], are listed in Table I together with their placement
in the scheme, relative intensities, and, where available,
anisotropies, as observed in the present experiments. The
anisotropies are given in terms of the normalized coefficient
in a fit to an expansion, up to second order, in the Legendre
polynomial.
The level scheme is presented in two main parts: Fig. 1
includes states up to the 22+ isomer at 6174 keV, while higher
states are shown in Fig. 2. Stuchbery et al. [4] summarized the
properties of states up to the 22+ isomer as known at that time,
and additional transitions were assigned by Lo¨nnroth et al. [5].
In relation to those works, nearly all transitions have been
independently confirmed and about 20 new transitions placed
in this part of the level scheme. These transitions confirm the
levels previously assigned and result in the assignment of five
new states as well as in the definition of the excitation energy
of the 22+ isomer itself, as discussed in the following. The
only cases in which no significant new information or specific
confirmation was found are for the 2306-keV state and the
associated 804.8-keV transition, which is only known from
β decay, and the 1002.1-keV transition, which defines a state
at 2696 keV but is observed only weakly in the present
reaction.
Transitions of note, in addition to those that define new
states, include the 1066.4- and 644.5-keV E3 decays from
the 11− isomer at 2761 keV. The former had been observed
previously [5], but its intensity had not been precisely defined,
while the weaker 644.5-keV branch is new. The 1705-keV
E2 transition that connects the 19− core excited state with
the 17− valence proton state is observed for the first time,
and as reported in Ref. [13], numerous decays from the 22+
excited state have been assigned. Their decay properties will
be discussed in the following section.
Figure 3 gives representative spectra obtained with gates on
some of the weaker decay paths, populated in the out-of-beam
time region. The spectrum gated on the 345-keV transition
connecting the 19− state to the 20+ state at 5427 keV shows
the strong 1360-keV transition, the main branch from that state,
and also the 775- and 1291-keV γ rays, placed as transitions
from a new state at 5357 keV. The 70-keV connecting transition
is inferred, but the γ ray was not observed directly, partly
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TABLE I. Energies, intensities, angular distributions, and initial and final energies, spins, and
parities of transitions assigned to 212Rn.
Eγ
a Iγ
a A2/A0
b Ei Ef J
π
i J
π
f
7.6 423(9) 6174.2 6166.4 22+ 20+
15.5 68(5) 7878.3 7862.8 27− 26−
20.0 16(3) 3297.6 3277.9 12+ 11+
21.9 40(7) 8579.2 8557.3 30+ 28(−)
54.2 6.7(8) 1693.9 1639.7 8+ 6+
59.2 57(6) 7878.3 7819.1 27− 26−
59.8 155(23) 3357.3 3297.6 14+ 12+
67.9 8.7(11) 4134.4 4066.4 16− 17−
70.0 24(4) 5426.9 5357.0 20+ (18+)
75.7 20.5(11) 4066.4 3990.7 17− 15−
81.9 46(6) 8579.2 8497.3 30+ 28+
92.4 5(1) 11,354.6 11,262.2 35− 35−
105.8 81.5(28) 2760.5 2654.7 11− 10+
118.0 2.3(4) 10,961.4 10,843.4 (33) (32)
120.7 3.4(8) 2881.1 2760.5 12+ 11−
138.3 377(24) 1639.7 1501.4 6+ 4+
143.7 5.1(6) 4134.4 3990.7 16− 15−
158.4 1.7(3) 0.29(23) 12,211.3 12,052.7 (37(−)) (37)
179.3 4.5(5) −0.40(20) 11,354.6 11,175.4 35− (34)
195.5 2.2(4) 8557.3 8362.0 28(−) (27−)
206.6 3.4(3) 2967.2 2760.5 (12+) 11−
211.8 5.1(3) 3277.9 3066.1 11+ 10+
214.0 12.3(8) −0.12(11) 11,175.4 10,961.4 (34) (33)
226.4 553(6) 2881.1 2654.7 12+ 10+
227.7 751(6) 1501.4 1273.7 4+ 2+
231.5 10(2) 3297.6 3066.1 12+ 10+
255.6 3.4(9) 3990.7 3735.0 15− 13−
285.4 5.0(6) −0.65(23) 12,165.7 11,880.3 (36) (35)
294.5 5.0(6) −0.31(23) 7819.1 7524.6 26− 25−
336.3 6.8(6) −0.44(15) 12,547.6 12,211.3 (38+) (37−)
344.8 26.7(20) 5771.4 5426.9 19− 20+
353.7 26.3(25) 0.59(14) 8932.9 8579.2 30+ 30+
353.8 10.4(30) 7878.3 7524.6 27− 25−
356.3 8.1(7) −0.53(13) 7177.7 6821.4 24(+) 23+
372.3 15.2(17) 6166.4 5794.6 20+ (19+)
382.6 21.5(16) 0.21(9) 7524.6 7142.0 25− 25−
395.0 360(9) 6166.4 5771.4 20+ 19−
402.5 8.1(14) 6174.2 5771.4 22+ 19−
406.6 15.5(6) −0.15(13) 10,102.4 9695.8 (32) 33−
416.2 ∼0.9 4151.1 3735.0 15− 13−
416.3 83(4) 3297.6 2881.1 12+ 12+
422.0 33.2(22) 2115.9 1693.9 8+ 8+
432.5 24.3(17) 0.11(9) 7142.0 6709.2 25− 23+
447.8 45.0(28) 4582.1 4134.4 17− 16−
449.2 10.3(15) −0.23(20) 9028.4 8579.2 31 30+
472.8 7.6(22) −0.38(20) 11,827.4 11,354.6 36 35−
476.2 570(11) 3357.3 2881.1 14+ 12+
483.7 24.9(13) 0.22(11) 8362.0 7878.3 (27−) 27−
515.7 225(6) 4582.1 4066.4 17− 17−
531.7 227(6) 5113.8 4582.1 18− 17−
535.0 57.2(29) −0.50(6) 6709.2 6174.2 23+ 22+
537.1 71.6(37) 3297.6 2760.5 12+ 11−
615.2 8.1(10) −0.47(18) 10,124.6 9509.4 32+ 31+
619.0 43.2(25) −0.11(7) 8497.3 7878.3 28+ 27−
623.3 19.1(25) 3277.9 2654.7 11+ 10+
628.9 ∼2 3510.2 2881.1 (13+) 12+
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TABLE I. (Continued.)
Eγ
a Iγ
a A2/A0
b Ei Ef J
π
i J
π
f
633.4 607(17) 3990.7 3357.3 15− 14+
640.5 14.1(22) 3998.0 3357.3 (14−) 14+
642.7 15.0(13) −0.71(14) 11,262.2 10,619.5 35− 34−
644.5 3.1(6) 2760.5 2115.9 11− 8+
647.2 20.4(16) −0.80(10) 6821.4 6174.2 23+ 22+
657.6 429(10) 5771.4 5113.8 19− 18−
677.1 72.3(49) −0.56(7) 7819.1 7142.0 26− 25−
679.0 59.3(47) −0.17(6) 8557.3 7878.3 28(−) 27−
698.1 15.7(19) 0.25(16) 12,052.7 11,354.6 (37) 35−
700.9 322(10) 0.10(4) 8579.2 7878.3 30+ 27−
709.1 88.8(42) 4066.4 3357.3 17− 14+
720.8 88.7(43) −0.38(6) 7862.8 7142.0 26− 25−
735.1 34.7(20) −0.62(13) 11,354.6 10,619.5 35− 34−
736.3 322(12) 0.09(4) 7878.3 7142.0 27− 25−
739.7 35.4(25) 6166.4 5426.9 20+ 20+
747.3 55.4(28) 6174.2 5426.9 22+ 20+
774.8 12.1(22) 5357.0 4582.1 (18+) 17−
778.3 5.1(14) 4929.3 4151.1 (16−) 15−
793.7 14.9(25) 4151.1 3357.3 15− 14+
804.8c 2306.3 1501.4 (6+) 4+
843.0 3.7(5) 11,462.5 10,619.5 (35) 34−
844.5 22.2(42) 5426.9 4582.1 20+ 17−
856.7 43.8(30) 0.33(18) 12,211.3 11,354.6 (37) 35−
859 4.4(16) 10,961.4 10,102.4 (33) (32)
862.8 10.4(8) 4929.3 4066.4 (16−) 17−
865.0 23.9(8) 5794.6 4929.3 (19+) (16+)
867.5 21.1(23) −1.3(2) 9446.6 8579.2 31+ 30+
923.7 82.1(25) −0.73(6) 10,619.5 9695.8 34− 33−
930.3 39.3(16) −0.83(6) 9509.4 8579.2 31+ 30+
938.3 13.5(20) 4929.3 3990.7 (16) 15−
949.5 9.9(25) 12,211.3 11,262.2 (37−) 35−
950.3 23.6(25) 3066.1 2115.9 10+ 8+
960.8 839(18) 2654.7 1693.9 10+ 8+
967.8 496(10) 0.19(3) 7142.0 6174.2 25− 22+
974.4 10.1(20) 3735.0 2760.5 13− 11−
979.6 18.3(22) 5113.8 4134.4 18− 16−
1002.1 8.7(17) 2696.0 1693.9 (8) 8+
1029.2 29.1(16) −0.49(11) 9608.4 8579.2 31 30+
1047.4 129(10) 5113.8 4066.4 18− 17−
1066.4 7.0(8) 2760.5 1693.9 11− 8+
1116.6 179(6) 0.47(6) 9695.8 8579.2 33− 30+
1164 3.5(9) 13,375.0 12,211.3 (38) (37−)
1212.3 4.8(9) 5794.6 4582.1 (19+) 17−
1233.3 8.5(20) 13,444.6 12,211.3 (39) (37)
1260.8 10.7(16) −0.04(37) 11,880.3 10,619.5 (35) 34−
1273.7 1000(23) 1273.7 0.0 2+ 0+
1290.5 17.4(25) 5357.0 4066.4 (18+) 17−
1334.0 13.3(14) −0.14(14) 10,843.4 9509.4 (32) 31+
1355.4 13.2(13) 0.34(19) 8497.3 7142.0 28+ 25−
1360.3 124(8) 5426.9 4066.4 20+ 17−
1390.2 4.0(10) 11,086.0 9695.8 (34) 33−
1658.4 7.9(14) 11,354.6 9695.8 35− 33−
1705.1 3.7(6) 5771.4 4066.4 19− 17−
aUnobserved transitions are given in italics with total intensities.
bFrom a three-point anisotropy.
cTransition is known from decay studies but was not observed in this work.
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FIG. 1. Partial level scheme of 212Rn showing states up to the 22+ isomer. (See Fig. 2 for the upper part of the scheme.) The arrow widths
are approximately proportional to the relative γ -ray intensities. Mean lives for the isomeric states are also indicated.
because its intensity would be low (since it would be a highly
converted E2 transition) and partly because it overlaps with
the x rays from the target. The spectrum obtained with a gate
on the 422-keV branch from the 2115.9 8+2 state in Fig. 3
shows strong 212-, 232-, and 950-keV transitions, defining
several new paths parallel to the main (226–961 keV) cascade.
(Note that the 961-keV transition is present in the 422-keV
gate, even though these two are in parallel, because of an
unplaced transition with an energy of 422.3 keV, apparently in
coincidence with the 961-keV γ ray.)
The 372-keV gated spectrum in Fig. 3 shows that the 372-
keV transition is parallel to the 395-keV transition and that it
feeds the new 5795-keV state, which has several decay paths,
via the 865- and 863-keV cascade and the 1212-keV transition
to the 17− state at 4582 keV.
A. Energy and decay properties of the 22+ isomer
This isomer was originally placed by Horn et al. [1] at an
energy of 6167.3 +  keV and was assumed to connect to the
main sequence by an unobserved low-energy transition. New
branches from the 20+2 state and from the isomer itself, which
allow the energy of the 22+ state, and therefore the energy of
the unobserved transition that connects them, to be defined,
were reported in Ref. [13], as shown in the level scheme
(Fig. 1). (Note that the reevaluation of excitation energies
from the present measurements, which include a number of
new transitions, leads to the slightly lower excitation energy
of 6166.4 keV for the 20+2 state.)
The main transitions of interest are shown in Fig. 4. (They
are included in the level scheme of Fig. 1 and repeated in
Fig. 2.) In addition to the strong 395.0-keV transition known
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FIG. 2. Partial level scheme of 212Rn showing states above the 22+ isomer.
before, a 20+2 → 20+1 was assigned in Ref. [5] (although our
energy is 739.7 keV, rather than 741.9 keV), and we observe
a new 372.3-keV decay. Two other transitions with energies
of 402.5 and 747.3 keV are placed in this work as decays
from the isomer directly to the yrast 19− (core excited) state
at 5771.4 keV and to the 20+1 state at 5426.9 keV, respectively.
The energy of the 22+ isomer is defined as 6174.2(3) keV,
consistent with the difference in energies of the pair of
γ rays at 395.0 and 402.5 keV and with the pair at 739.7
and 747.3 keV, which give a value of  = 7.6(3) keV.
All these transitions can be placed unambiguously through a
combination of time-correlated gates. For example, the prompt
coincidence spectrum for the 403-keV transition given in Fig. 4
(bottom) indicates that it feeds the 19− state but that it is
parallel to the 395-keV transition; the spectra with prompt
and early gates on the 747-keV transition place it as a direct
feed to the lower 20+ state but also below the 22+ isomer.
The spectrum of transitions following the 968-keV transition
(Fig. 4, top) that directly feeds the 22+ isomer confirms the new
decays. (In these particular cases, “prompt” refers to a ±150-ns
relative time condition, while the “delayed” and “early” spectra
are constrained with relative time gates of +150 to +850 ns
and −150 to −850 ns. Different time conditions were used in
other parts of the scheme, depending on the lifetimes involved.)
B. States above the 22+ isomer
The level scheme above the 22+ isomer, as discussed in
Ref. [13], is shown in Fig. 2. The only modification compared
to Ref. [13] is the assignment of Jπ = 28(−) to the 8557.3-keV
state, rather than (28+), as will be discussed in a subsequent
section.
There are effectively four parallel paths connecting states
between the 25-ns isomer at 12,211 keV and the 30+, 220-ns
isomer at 8579 keV, including a path via low-energy γ rays
and then the 1334- and 930-keV cascades, as indicated on
the left of the level scheme (Fig. 2). Similarly, parallel paths
are established across all the main cascade transitions lower
in this part of the scheme such as the 432.5/535.0-keV pair
across the 967.8-keV transition and the 353.8/382.6-keV pair
across the 736.3-keV transition. There are also several cases
in which the coincidence relationships imply unobserved low-
energy transitions such as a connection (58 keV) from the 27−
isomer to the 7819.1-keV state, which decays via the 677.1-
and 294.5-keV transitions; a 22-keV transition connecting the
30+ isomer to a state at 8557.3 keV; an 82-keV transition
from the same isomer to the 8497.3-keV state; and a 16-keV
transition from the 27− isomer to the 7862.8-keV state. Each of
these branches is significant for the deduction of the transition
strengths for the main decays.
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FIG. 3. Coincidence γ -ray spectra with energy gates as indicated
and with an absolute time gate to select transitions between beam
pulses. The upper and lower sets of panels cover contiguous low- and
high-energy regions of the spectra. Known contaminants are indicated
by solid circles.
C. Spin and parity assignments
Assignments were made following consideration of all the
available experimental information, including anisotropies,
transition strengths, and in some cases, total conversion
coefficients. It is not proposed to cover them all in detail, but
a number of specific cases that were only briefly covered in
Ref. [13] (for states above the 22+ isomer) require additional
substantiation.
The 25− isomer at 7142 keV was previously established
through polarization and conversion coefficient measurements
for the 968-keV transition, characterizing it as a stretched
octupole [2,3]. In the present measurements, the anisotropy
is positive but is not as large as for the case when full
alignment is retained, consistent with partial deorientation
due to delayed population, predominantly from the 220-ns
isomer discussed previously. The 535-keV transition that feeds
the 22+ state has a large negative A2 coefficient [−0.50(6)],
implying a mixed M1/E2 dipole transition, and therefore
Jπ = 23+ for the 6709-keV state. The absence of a measurable
lifetime would also argue against the alternative E1/M2
multipolarity admixture. The 432.5-keV transition has a small
positive A2 coefficient, consistent with a partially deoriented
stretched quadrupole, and a delayed intensity balance gives a
αt = 0.68(8), implying M2 rather than E2 character, giving,
independently, 23+ for the 6709-keV state. The M2 strength
.
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of 0.14(1) W.u. (Weisskopf units) given in Table II supports
the configuration assignment (as discussed later).
Several transitions are now placed parallel to the
7878.3-keV state, which has a firm assignment of Jπ = 27−.
From Table I, the 677.1-keV transition feeding the 25− state
at 7142 keV is seen to have a large negative anisotropy,
suggesting a mixed M1/E2 transition and Jπ = 26− for
the 7819.1-keV state. That state decays via the 294.5-keV
transition, whose anisotropy is consistent with a stretched
dipole character, to the 7524.6-keV state, restricting that state
to Jπ = 25±. If one considers the possible transition strengths,
the 353.8-keV transition from the 27− state could be E2, but
not M2, and hence the 25− assignment to the 7524.6-keV state.
Its 382.6-keV decay to the yrast 25− state has an anisotropy
consistent (given some attenuation) with a J → J transition,
rather than a stretched quadrupole. This is also consistent with
the low population of this state. This would be difficult to
explain if the 7524.6-keV state had Jπ = 27− because the
state would then be yrast. The assignments to the 7524.6- and
7819.1-keV states are therefore firm. The other parallel path
involves the 720.8-keV transition, which has a well-defined
anisotropy and could be a stretched or mixed dipole, suggesting
that Jπ = 26± for the 7862.8-keV state (Table I). However,
the implied strength of the (unobserved) 15-keV connecting
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TABLE II. Mean lives, branching ratios, and transition strengths for high-lying states in 212Rn. (Results for the 12,211- and 12,548-keV
isomeric states are given in Ref. [13].)
Initial Final Eγ Iγ σλ αT B(Eλ) Strength
state J π (keV) relative [20] (e2 fm2λ or µ20 fm(2λ−2)) (W.u.)
25−, 7142 keV, 26(1) nsa 23+ 432.5 49(4) M2 0.663 8.3(8) 0.142(13)
22+ 967.8 1000(10) E3 0.021 7.68(32) × 104 28.8(12)
27−, 7878 keV, 0(1) nsa 26− (15.5)b 0.44(3) M1 153 6.7(6) × 10−4 4.0(4) × 10−4
26− (59.2)b 4.5(5) M1 12.8 1.3(2) × 10−4 7.4(9) × 10−5
25− 353.8 10.4(30) E2 0.086 1.6(5) × 10−1 2.2(6) × 10−3
25− 736.3 322(12) E2 0.015 1.29(9) × 10−1 1.73(12) × 10−3
30+, 8579 keV, 222(20) nsa (28+)c (21.9)b 0.0031(4) E2 1.28 × 104 5.4(12) 7.1(16) × 10−2
(28−)c (21.9)b 0.0010(2) M2 4.0 × 104 1.6(4) 2.7(6)
(28−)c (21.9)b 1.6(5) × 10−21 E3 1.53 × 1022 1.3(4) × 10−8 4.8(16) × 10−12
28+ (81.9)b 2.1(3) E2 20.7 5.0(9) 6.1(11) × 10−2
27− 700.9 322(12) E3 0.0.0463 7.24(75) × 104 27.1(28)
35−, 11,355 keV, <5 nsd 35− (92.4)b 1.2(2) M1 3.2 >2.7(7) × 10−4 >1.5(4) × 10−4
(35) 179.3 4.5(5)) (M1) 2.50 >1.4(3) × 10−4 >8(2) × 10−5
34− 735.1 34.7(20) (M1) 0.054 >1.5(3) × 10−5 >9(2) × 10−6
33− 1658.4 7.9(14) E2 0.0033 >1.6(4) × 10−3 >2.1(6) × 10−5
aReferences [1,2].
bThe γ -ray intensity is implied from the total intensity balance and the theoretical conversion coefficient.
cStrengths for alternative spin assignments for the final state are given.
dThe order of the 179 and 214 cascade transitions is uncertain.
branch from the previous 27− state would be compatible with
M1 but not with E1, hence leading to the negative parity
assignment.
Similar arguments can be applied to the transitions that
are now assigned along paths parallel to the 700.9-keV yrast
transition, leading to a number of states between the 30+ and
27− isomers. One worthy of comment is the 8497.3-keV state
assigned as Jπ = 28+. It decays by a 619.0-keV (attenuated)
stretched dipole to the 27− yrast state and also via the
1355.4-keV transition to the 25− yrast state. The anisotropy
of the 1355-keV transition is consistent with either stretched
quadrupole or stretched octupole (and the latter is assigned),
but the former would imply 27h¯ for the 8497.3-keV state,
an assignment that would not be consistent with either the
properties of the 619.1-keV transition or the fact that an 82-keV
branch from the 30+ yrast state is observed.
The 8557-keV state is more problematic in that, while its
679-keV dipole decay to the 27− state and the fact that it is
populated via a 22-keV transition from the 30+ state mean
that it must have J = 28h¯, the parity is not defined, although
at first, it might seem that the 22-keV transition would have
to be E2, leading to positive parity. This was the basis of
the (28+) assignment suggested in Ref. [13]. However, as
will be discussed in Sec. VI A, further analysis suggests that
E3 multipolarity (with some M2) is possible because of the
extremely large conversion coefficients, leading to a (tentative)
negative-parity assignment.
Of the states that intervene between the firmly assigned
33− and 30+ isomers, the 9446.6-keV state decays by an
867.5-keV transition with a very large negative anisotropy
to the 30+ state, hence leading to the 31+ assignment given
in Ref. [13]. Discrete transitions feeding this state were not
identified. Similarly, the 353.7-keV transition that feeds the
30+ yrast is from a state that has no transitions above it, and
its anisotropy [A2 = +0.59(14)] suggests a J → J transition,
hence leading to the 30+ assignment to the 8932.9-keV state.
The 930.3-keV transition from the 9509.4-keV state is, again, a
distinctive mixed dipole [A2 = −0.83(6); see Table I], leading
to the 31+ assignment to the 9509.4-keV state. In constrast to
the other states discussed earlier, it is fed through a complex
path, including relatively low energy transitions, a sequence
that extends up to connect with the 35− state at 11,354.6 keV.
The ordering of the 179.3- and 214.0-keV transitions in this
sequence is not certain, and it has not been possible to make
firm spin assignments for a number of the states in this region.
The 34− and 35− assignments for the 10,619.5- and
11,354.6-keV states follow from the large anisotropies
(Table I) that imply mixed M1/E2 character for the 923.7- and
735.1-keV γ rays, as discussed in Ref. [13]. The 642.7-keV
transition that feeds the yrast 34− state also has a distinctive
anisotropy, leading to the 35− assignment for the 11,354.6-keV
state and resulting in two 35− states in fairly close proximity.
Both are fed from the 25-ns isomeric state at 12,211.3 keV,
the 856.7-keV transition being the dominant branch, and
hence the stronger population of the upper 35− state, rather
than the yrast state, presumably because of configuration
relationships. These will be discussed in due course. As
discussed in Ref. [13], the 856.7-keV transition is either a
stretched quadrupole or stretched octupole, leading to the
alternatives of Jπ = 37± or 38+ for the 12,211.3-keV isomeric
state. There are two other branches out of the same state, but
neither provides any additional spectroscopic constraint.
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TABLE III. Branching ratios and transition strengths for the 22+ isomer and lower states in 212Rn.
Initial Final Eγ Iγ σλ αT B(Eλ) Strength
state J π (keV) relative [20] (e2 fm2λ or µ20 fm(2λ−2)) (W.u.)
11−, 2761 keV, 8.0(3) nsa 10+ 105.8 81.5(28) E1 0.405 4.33(26) × 10−6 1.89(11) × 10−5
8+2 644.5 3.1(6) E3 0.058 1.18(24) × 105 44.1(88)
8+1 1066.4 7.0(8) E3 0.0167 7.8(10) × 103 2.9(4)
17−, 4066 keV, 41.7(20) nsa 15− 75.7 20.5(11) E2 30.1 2.21(19) × 102 2.94(25)
14+ 709.1 88.8(42) E3 0.045 5.67(47) × 104 21.2(18)
20+, 5427 keV, 7.5(7) nsa 18+ 70 0.54(9)b E2 43.7 2.0(4) × 102 2.7(5)
17−2 844.5 22.2(42) E3 0.0289 9.8(2) × 104 37(8)
17−1 1360.3 124(8) E3 0.0098 1.95(25) × 104 7.3(9)
19−, 5771 keV, <2 nsc 20+1 344.8 26.7(20) E1 0.0243 >4.17 × 10−7 >1.8 × 10−7
18− 657.6 429(10) M1 0.073 >8.7 × 10−5 >4.9 × 10−5
17− 1705.1 3.7(6) E2 0.003 >2.1 × 10−4 >2.8 × 10−6
22+, 6174 keV, 150(4) nsd 20+2 7.55(30) 0.64(13) × 10−3b E2 6.6(14) × 105e 2.90(78) × 102 3.9(10)
20+1 747.3 55.4(28) E2 0.0145 2.65(49) × 10−3 3.5(7) × 10−5
19− 402.5 8.1(14) E3 0.258 1.13(28) × 105 42(11)
aFrom Ref. [4].
bThe γ -ray implied intensity from the total intensity balance and the theoretical conversion coefficient.
cThis work.
dWeighted mean of present results and Ref. [21].
eError includes uncertainty in conversion from uncertainty in transition energy.
Three parallel transitions are observed to feed the
12,211.3-keV state. The strongest of these is the 336.3-keV
transition, which is a direct decay from the 12-ns isomer
at 12,547.6 keV. Its anisotropy suggests a stretched dipole
transition, and hence the 12,547.6-keV state must be 1h¯
higher in spin than the 12,211.3-keV state. Any further
restrictions on the spins and parities of these states rely on
a consideration of the transition strengths in conjunction with
possible configuration assignments.
IV. TRANSITION STRENGTHS
The M1 and E2 transition matrix elements for most orbitals
in this region are well known (see Refs. [15] and [16] for
recent compilations) so that transition rates can be calculated
for some of the simpler configurations. Also, it is well known
that near Z = 82 and N = 126, specific proton and neutron
orbitals couple strongly to the dominant collective mode,
the octupole vibration; hence enhanced E3 transitions are
common and well studied. They can therefore be used as
indicators of specific configuration changes and relationships.
In the first instance, “spin-flip” transitions corresponding to an
orbital change of either νj15/2 → νi11/2 or πi13/2 → πh9/2
are known as type B in the categorization of Ref. [17],
for which an E3 strength of 3–5 W.u. is expected. Type A
transitions are an order of magnitude stronger, ∼20 W.u., and
sometimes larger, and they can usually be associated with
the νj15/2 → νg9/2 or πi13/2 → f7/2 configuration changes.
As shown in detail in a number of publications [3,10,18,19],
even larger enhancements are observed because of constructive
interference in cases involving both proton and neutron
admixtures and configuration changes.
Numerous examples of such enhanced transitions, and also
significantly retarded transitions, can be seen in Tables II
and III, in which the new experimental results are collected.
These will be considered later in the discussion on configura-
tion assignments (Sec. VI).
V. MODEL CALCULATIONS
As indicated in Sec. I, states in 212Rn should be amenable
to calculations in a shell-model approach, particularly those
formed from valence proton configurations. However, while
large-scale shell-model calculations have been reported for
the N = 126 isotones, these methods are not capable, as yet,
of describing states that involve major neutron-core excitations
[6,7].
Therefore, to compare with experiment, calculations using
the empirical shell model (ESM) were carried out. The
structure of selected yrast states in the N = 126 nuclei
have also been treated by a number of authors within the
framework of the DIPM (e.g., Refs. [8,9]). A more compre-
hensive study including oblate deformation will be considered
in Sec. V B.
A. Semiempirical shell model
The ESM calculations are similar to those described in
our related work [12,22], which follows the approach outlined
originally by Blomqvist [23] and used by several groups (see,
e.g., Refs. [24,25]). More detailed explanations are contained
in the comprehensive analysis reported for 210Rn in Ref. [12].
In these calculations, within a given configuration, the energy
of a basis state depends on the single particle energies and a
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weighted sum of two-body interaction matrix elements. While
the interactions used are based primarily on the compilation
of Lo¨nnroth [26], some cases have been revised recently, as
tabulated by Bayer et al. [27]. Where possible, empirical
interactions were used, rather than calculated values. A
departure from this and the earlier compilations of interaction
energies is in the choice of values of specific neutron/neutron
hole interactions, taken here as 〈p−11/2g9/2〉 = −117 keV and
〈p−11/2j15/2〉 = −120 keV. This choice is guided by the analysis
and discussion given by Bayer et al. [22] for Bi and At cases
and corresponds to about half the magnitude of the empirical
interactions deduced from 208Pb, a reduction attributed in the
208Pb, 5− configuration, for example, to blocking of the proton
component in the wave function when protons are added. New
information on residual interactions obtained from studies of
208Bi [28] has also been incorporated, specifically, the pro-
ton/neutron hole interactions 〈πi13/2νi−113/2〉J=13 = +299 keV
and 〈πi13/2νi−113/2〉J=12 = +51 keV.
The only other variation from the values in the appendix
of Ref. [27] is for the neutron/neutron hole interaction,
〈f −15/2i11/2〉J=8 = +139 keV, recently defined through the
identification by Heusler et al. [29] of the corresponding 8−
state in 208Pb
Diagonalization of the resulting energy matrix gives the
excited state energies for each spin belonging to a specific
configuration [30]. It should be noted that while mixing
between states of the same configuration is calculated cor-
rectly, mixing between different configurations is not included.
The model space considered in the calculations allows for
the distribution of the valence protons over the h9/2, f7/2,
and i13/2 orbitals and neutron holes over the p1/2, f5/2, p3/2,
and i13/2 orbitals. The core excitations considered are those
involving promotion of neutrons into the g9/2, i11/2, and
j15/2 orbitals above the shell gap. Core excitation of protons
is not usually competitive given the presence of valence
protons.
The calculations do not include core polarization effects
for configurations in which there is an excitation of neutrons
out of the core. From the core polarization strengths used
to describe the At nuclei [22], the magnitude of the effect
for single-core excitations is expected to be of the order of
50 keV and can probably be ignored given the level of overall
uncertainty in the calculations. However, for configurations
involving a double-core excitation, the effect could be more
significant.
Also, the calculations do not include blocking of the
octupole component in cases, for example, in which aligned
g9/2 and j15/2 neutrons are both present, although because
empirical interactions are used, part of this effect may already
be included in some cases. (The nominal j15/2 component, for
example, has a large g9/2 ⊗ 3− admixture, which is effectively
blocked by the addition of an aligned g9/2 particle in the
multiparticle configuration.) Comments on where these might
be significant are included in Tables IV and V.
The results of the calculation are compared with
experimental values in Tables IV and V, covering different spin
regions, the first corresponding to the region where valence
proton configurations dominate and single neutron-core
excitations intrude up to spins of 26h¯, and the second
corresponding to J  27h¯, where single and double
neutron-core excitations compete, extending into the region
of triple core excitations, as reported in Ref. [5].
B. Deformed independent particle model
The DIPM calculations of Andersson et al. [8] used
the Strutinsky method and the modified harmonic oscillator
potential to predict states (specifically yrast traps) up to 30h¯.
To match the spherical single-particle levels for the i13/2
proton and j15/2 neutron, they adjusted the parameters given
by Nilsson et al. [31] to displace those levels through a
reduction of the Nilsson parameter µ, and hence the label
of the displaced modified oscillator, or DMO. Pairing was
not included. The calculations of Matsuyanagi et al. [9] were
similar in approach but included blocked BCS pairing and
a deformed axially symmetric Woods-Saxon potential. The
energies of some orbitals were again shifted to match spherical
cases. The deformation was determined for each configuration.
As well as analyzing yrast isomers up to spin 30h¯ to compare
with the experimental states known at the time, they also
predicted a 35− yrast trap. Applications to 212Rn and 213Rn
using essentially the same approach also were reported in
Ref. [5].
This article uses the configuration-constrained approach de-
scribed elsewhere (see Refs. [32,33]) with a nonaxial Woods-
Saxon potential, universal parameters [34], and the Lund con-
vention for specifying the deformation [35]. No modification
of the potential has been made, but the Lipkin-Nogami pairing
strength has been adjusted to improve the energy matching at
sphericity. (See Ref. [36] for some comments on Woods-Saxon
potential parameters.) For comparison with the alternative
ESM approach, the calculations were carried out for each main
(low-lying) configuration either assigned or considered in the
ESM calculations. This covers all cases discussed by previous
authors and numerous others. As can be seen from the sum-
mary given in Table VI, although the triaxial degree of freedom
is included, for most configurations, the minimum is found to
be close to γ = 60◦, corresponding to oblate deformation. No
deformed solution is found for cases involving only valence
protons such as the 17− and 20+ yrast states. In common with
earlier calculations, the magnitude of predicted deformation
is generally |β|  0.100, even when extended, as in the
present case, to configurations involving triple neutron-core
excitations.
Some comments regarding the possible limitations in the
DIPM approach are appropriate here. Matsuyanagi et al. [9]
compared the deformation energy gain for specific configura-
tions with that obtained from the typical residual interactions
that are incorporated in the shell model. While for some
cases, the deformation energy gain associated with occupying
combinations of Nilsson orbitals to produce a given spin
roughly mimics the residual interaction in the equivalent
shell-model case, there are differences. The most significant
of these are that the deformation energy is approximately
charge-independent, whereas the shell model interactions are
not; there can be oscillations (staggering) as a function of spin
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TABLE IV. Calculated (ESM) multiparticle configurations in 212Rn: Part I.
J π Proton config. Neutron config. Ecalc (keV) Eexp (keV) Couplinga
0+ h49/2 – 193 0
2+ h49/2 – 1393 1274
4+ h49/2 – 1573 1501
6+ h49/2 – 1708 1640
6+ h49/2 – 2248 2306
8+ h49/2 – 1740 1694
8+ h39/2f7/2 – 2085 2116
8+ h49/2 – 2593 (2696)
9+ h39/2f7/2 – 3110
10+ h49/2 – 2632 2655
10+ h39/2f7/2 – 3092 3066
11+ h39/2f7/2 – 3307 3278
11− h39/2i13/2 – 2728 2761
12+ h49/2 – 2891 2881 m
12+ h39/2f7/2 – 3336 3298
13+ h39/2f7/2 – 3473 3510
13− h39/2i13/2 – 3766 3735
14+ h39/2f7/2 – 3404 3357
14− h39/2i13/2 – 3994 (3998)
15− h39/2i13/2 – 4030 3991
15− h39/2i13/2 – 4141 4151
16− h39/2i13/2 – 4142 4134 m − 1
16− h29/2f7/2i13/2 – 4719
16− h29/2f7/2i13/2 – 4911 (4929) m − 2
17− h39/2i13/2 – 4112 4066 m
17− h29/2f7/2i13/2 – 4553 4582 m − 1
18+ h29/2i213/2 – 5395 5357 m − 2
18− h29/2f7/2i13/2 – 5153 5114 m
19+ h29/2i213/2 – 5670 5795 m − 1
19− h39/2f7/2 p−11/2g9/2 5760 5771 m
20+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ – 5425 5427 m
20+ h39/2i13/2 p−11/2g9/2 5998 6167 m − 2
22+ (h39/2i13/2)17− p−11/2g9/2 6037 6174 m
23+ h39/2i13/2 f −15/2g9/2 6723 6822 m − 1
23+ (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− p−11/2g9/2 6752 m
23+ (h39/2i13/2)17− p−11/2i11/2 6799 6709 m
24+ (h39/2i13/2)17− f −15/2g9/2 7082 7178 m
25− (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−11/2g9/2 6987b 7142 m
25− (h39/2i13/2)17− p−11/2j15/2 7226b 7525 m
26− (h29/2i213/2) f −15/2g9/2 7704 7819 m − 1
26− (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−13/2g9/2 7963 7863 m
26− (h39/2i13/2)17− f −15/2j15/2 7967 m − 1
aCoupling is indicated by m for maximum.
bMultiple-octupole mixed configurations.
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TABLE V. Calculated multiparticle configurations (ESM) in 212Rn: Part II.
J π Proton config. Neutron config. Ecalc (keV) Eexp (keV) Couplinga
27− (h29/2i213/2)20+ f −15/2g9/2 8166b m
27− (h39/2i13/2)17− p−21/2g9/2i11/2 8178 7878 m
27− (h39/2i13/2)17− f −15/2j15/2 8351b 8362 m
28+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−11/2j15/2 8260 8497 m
28− (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− p−21/2g9/2i11/2 8670 (8557) m
29+ (h39/2i13/2)17− p−21/2g9/2j15/2 8890 9028 m
29+ (h29/2i213/2) i−113/2g9/2 8979 m − 2
29+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ f −15/2j15/2 9027 m
29− (h39/2i13/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2 9154 m − 1
30+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−21/2g9/2i11/2 9105b 8579 m
30+ (h39/2i13/2)17− p−21/2i11/2j15/2 9263b 8933 m
31+ (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2 9796 9447 m − 2
31+ (h39/2i13/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2 9885 9510 m − 1
31− (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2g9/2j15/2 9785 (9609) m − 1
32− (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−21/2g9/2j15/2 9572c m
32− (h29/2i213/2) i−113/2j15/2 10,350 (10,103) m − 1
32+ (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2 10,107 (10,125) m − 1
32+ (h39/2i13/2) p−11/2f −15/2 i11/2j15/2 10,315 m − 1
32+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−11/2p−13/2g9/2i11/2 10,323 m
33− (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−21/2i11/2j15/2 10,274 9696 m
33− (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2 10,346 m − 2
34− (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2 10,589 10,620 m − 1
34− (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−11/2p−13/2g9/2j15/2 10,781c (11,086) m
34+ (h39/2i13/2)17− f −25/2 i11/2j15/2 11,188 (11,176) m
34+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ f −25/2g9/2i11/2 11,401 (11,176) m
35− (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2 11,299 11,262 (or 11,355) m
35− (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2 i11/2j15/2 11,350 11,355 (or 11,262) m − 1
35− (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2i−113/2g9/2i11/2 11,502 (11,463) m − 2
35− (h39/2i13/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 11,517 m − 2
35+ (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2f −15/2j 215/2 12,041 (11,880) m − 2
36− (h39/2i13/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 11,542 (11,671) m − 1
36+ (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2f −15/2g29/2j15/2 12,160 (11,828) m − 2
37− (h29/2f7/2i13/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 12,033 12,211 m − 1
37+ (h29/2i213/2) p−11/2i−113/2g9/2j15/2 11,941 (12,053) m − 2
37+ (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2f −15/2g29/2j15/2 12,256 m − 1
38+ (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 12,136 12,548 m − 2
39+ (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 12,213 m − 1
39+ (h29/2i213/2) f −11/2 i−113/2g9/2j15/2 13,199 m − 3
39+ (h29/2i213/2) p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 13,250 m − 1
40+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 12,949c m
aCoupling indicated by m for maximum.
bConfigurations will be mixed.
cEnergy will be underestimated because of neglect of octupole blocking.
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TABLE VI. Multiparticle configurations in 212Rn calculated on a deformed basis.
J π Proton config. Neutron config. β2 β4 γ Ecalc (keV) Ecalc (keV)a
20+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ <0.04
20+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2g9/2)3− <0.04
20+ (h39/2i13/2)15− (p−11/2g9/2)5− <0.04
22+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2g9/2)5− 0.049 −0.018 60 7395 6174a
23+ (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− (p−11/2g9/2)5− 0.055 0.007 60 7267 6046
23+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (f −15/2g9/2)6− <0.04
23+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2i11/2)6− 0.053 −0.013 60 7871 6650
24+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (f −15/2g9/2)7− <0.04
25− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2g9/2)5− 0.057 −0.016 60 8540 7319
25− (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2j15/2)8+ 0.052 −0.012 60 8438 7217
26− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (f −15/2g9/2)6− 0.052 −0.003 47 9546 8325
26− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2i11/2)6− 0.060 −0.012 59 8981 7760
27− (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−21/2g9/2i11/2)10+ 0.078 −0.019 60 9314 8093
28+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2j15/2)8+ 0.060 −0.010 60 9548 8327
28− (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− (p−21/2g9/2i11/2)10+ 0.081 0.005 60 9031 7810
29− (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2)12+ 0.067 0.002 48 10,786 9565
30+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2g9/2i11/2)10+ 0.082 0.004 60 9783 8562
30+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−21/2i11/2j15/2)13− 0.080 −0.013 60 10,283 9062
30+ (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− (p−21/2g9/2j15/2)12− 0.080 0.007 60 9585 8364
31+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2)11+ 0.066 −0.002 51 11,945 10,724
31+ (h39/2i13/2)17− (p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2)14− 0.068 0.004 50 11,350 10,129
32− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2g9/2j15/2)12− 0.085 −0.016 60 10,800 9579
33− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2i11/2j15/2)13− 0.084 0.008 60 10,656 9435
34− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2)14− 0.075 0.005 60 12,316 11,095
35− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2f −15/2g9/2j15/2)15− 0.066 0.000 60 13,147 11,926
35− (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−11/2f −15/2 i11/2j15/2)15− 0.079 0.010 56 12,633 11,412
37− (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− (p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2)19+ 0.103 0.014 57 12,977 10,857
38+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2)18+ 0.085 0.000 60 15,110 13,889
39+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2)19+ 0.089 0.004 60 14,705 13,484
40+ (h29/2i213/2)20+ (p−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2)20+ 0.094 0.016 60 14,084 12,863
aEnergies shifted down by 1221 keV to match the 22+ yrast state.
in a multiplet, which do not occur in the deformed cases, and
in no cases does the deformation produce the strong repulsion
that is evident particularly in configurations associated with
mutually aligned high-spin proton particles and neutron holes
[37]. As well, the absolute accuracy expected in the deformed
models is ∼1–2 MeV, although relative energies should be
considerably better. Given these qualifications, the expectation
(as articulated in Refs. [8,9]) was that the DIPM would be most
appropriate for configurations with aligned particles and non-
aligned neutron holes and would not, in general, be valid for
couplings to nonmaximal spins. Evidently, such calculations
will miss cases in which repulsion due to the (shell-model)
residual interactions is important. The hope expressed in these
studies was that with equal numbers of aligned proton particles
and neutron particles, the isospin dependence retained in
the shell model would be washed out and therefore be less
problematic.
Overall, it was also found previously that the ener-
gies calculated for configurations involving only valence
particle configurations were underestimated, whereas the
energies of core excited states were generally overestimated.
The results of the present DIPM calculations are sum-
marized in Table VI. Unmodified energies are given in
the penultimate column, whereas the last column gives the
energies shifted down by 1221 keV so that the predicted and
observed 22+ state energies match. These and the ESM results
will be compared to experimental results in the following
section.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Transition strengths and configuration assignments
Stuchbery et al. [4] measured the lifetime of the 11− yrast
state from the (seniority-two)πh39/2i13/2 valence configuration,
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whose main decay is via a 106-keV E1 branch, while a
1067-keV E3 branch to the 8+1 state was assigned by Lo¨nnroth
et al. [5], albeit with an approximate intensity. As indicated in
Table I, we have confirmed this branch and also observed
the 644.5-keV E3 branch to the 8+2 state, defining both
intensities. The 8+ states are from the nominal h29/2 and
h9/2f7/2 configurations, although they are expected to be
partly mixed. Nevertheless, the E3 decay strengths (Table III)
fall into the categories of type A and type B enhanced E3
transitions discussed earlier.
No new branches are observed from the 17− state at
4066 keV, but the branching intensities have been more
precisely determined. The decay is through the enhanced E2
transition of 76 keV and an enhanced 709-keV E3 transition
(type A), in good agreement with the expectations for the
configuration changes (Table IV) and with the quantitative
estimates given in Ref. [4].
The 19− state at 5771 keV is short-lived, with an experi-
mental limit of τ < 2 ns. A new, relatively high energy branch
of 1705 keV to the 17− yrast has been observed, but from
Table III, it can be seen that the three branches from the
state are not significantly constrained by the upper lifetime
limit, being in the range >10−4 to 10−6 W.u. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that this state is the first single neutron-core
excitation in the spectrum (Table IV), and all decays to the
purely valence proton configurations could be expected to be
inhibited, as is the case for some higher states (to be discussed
later).
New branches have been observed for the decay of the
20+ isomer at 5427 keV, formed from the πh29/2i213/2 valence
protons—essentially the maximum spin that can be expected
using only protons near the Fermi surface. Its decays mimic,
to some extent, those of the 17− state, with an enhanced
E2 transition [2.7(5) W.u.; Table III] to the 18+ state from
the lower spin coupling of the same configuration and two
enhanced E3 transitions, one of type A and one of type B,
in excellent agreement with the configuration assignments
to the initial 20+ state and to the two lower 17− states
(Table IV).
This consistency is carried through to the properties of the
22+ isomer at 6174 keV, whose branches (and energy) were
reported in Ref. [13]. The 7.6-keV E2 transition to the yrare
20+ state is enhanced [3.9(10) W.u.], consistent with the states
being members of the same multiplet. In contrast, the 747-keV
E2 to the yrast 20+ state formed by valence protons is highly
retarded, with a strength of only 3.5(7) × 10−5 W.u. This
retardation can be taken as characteristic of decays between
core excited and noncore excited states involving significant
orbital changes. The decay of the 23+ isomer in 210Rn [12]
is a similar example, with two E2 decays with strengths
of 4.2 × 10−4 and 7.0 × 10−6 W.u., resulting in an isomer
with a relatively long lifetime. The third branch from the 22+
state identified is an enhanced E3 transition with a strength
of ∼42 W.u., a type A transition owing effectively to the
proton i13/2 → f7/2 transition, confirming the configuration
assignments of both initial and final states.
The configuration of the 25− isomeric state at 7142 keV has
previously been established from a variety of spectroscopic
information, including its enhanced E3 decay and measured
g factor, as a mixture of the two competing core-excited config-
urations πh29/2i213/2 × νp−11/2g9/2 and πh39/2i13/2 × νp−11/2j15/2.
The complementary partner is presumably the newly assigned
25− state at 7525 keV, and a 433-keV M2 branch is observed
to a 23+ state at 6709 keV. The M2 strength of 0.14(1)
W.u. supports the association of the 6709-keV state with the
πh39/2i13/2 × νp−11/2j11/2 configuration predicted at 6799 keV.
The configuration change from the 25− state corresponds to
a neutron j15/2 → i11/2 transition from one component of the
mixed 25− state wave function. The νj15/2 → i11/2 transition
is known from 209Pb to have a strength of 0.55(14) W.u. [38].
By default, a second 23+ state observed at 6821 keV, to which
the 25− state does not decay, could be associated with either
the πh39/2i13/2 × νf −15/2g9/2 (m − 1) or the πh29/2f7/2i13/2 ×
νp−11/2g9/2 configuration, even though both are predicted at
slightly lower energies: 6723 and 6752 keV, respectively.
Assignment to the former configuration is proposed because
that allows the association of the 24+ state at 7178 keV, which
only decays to the 6821-keV, 23+ state, as the maximum
coupling (m) of the same configuration. The energy difference
of 356 keV is indicative of the repulsive neutron-proton
interaction that is present when the f5/2 neutron hole is
maximally aligned with the protons. This assignment for the
23+ state is also supported by the observation of a mixed
M1/E2 transition (647.2 keV) to the 22+ yrast state because
these states would then be closely related, essentially by a
f −15/2 → p−11/2 neutron transition.
The next stage in the scheme is the decay of the 27−
isomeric state at 7878 keV. The scheme reported in Ref. [13]
has 354- and 736-keV E2 branches to both 25− states
discussed previously. As can be seen from Table II, the
E2 strengths are essentially the same, consistent with the
identification of the 25− states as being mixed. The strengths
are also low, at ∼1 × 10−3 W.u., consistent with a decay
from the πh39/2i13/2 × νp−21/2g9/2i11/2 (m) double core-excited
configuration assigned (Table V) to a single core excitation.
The two low-energy M1 branches from the 27− state to the
7819- and 7862-keV states are even weaker, at ∼10−4 W.u.,
consistent, again, with significant configuration changes, in
this case (see Table IV) a change from a double to a single core
excitation in the neutron component and a change (in shorthand
notation) from a [h3i; 17−] to a [h2i2; 20+] configuration in
the protons. (As noted elsewhere, E2 strengths between states
that involve multiple orbital changes can be expected to lead
to hindrances of ∼105.)
The 30+, 222-ns isomer at the 8579-keV state has an
enhanced E3 decay (and measured g factors) that define
its mixed double neutron-core excited configuration and its
relationship to the configuration of the 27− state, as discussed
extensively elsewhere [3,10]. Two low-energy E2 branches
are also observed here: These are both weak but are not
as inhibited as those observed in the decay of the 27−
state. The configuration assignment to the 28+ state (fed
by the 82-keV transition) is firm because it decays by a
1355-keV E3 transition to the 7142-keV 25− state, which
has a related configuration. As noted earlier, the 8557-keV
state that is fed via the 22-keV transition has J = 28, but its
parity is not certain. While an E2 assignment to the 22-keV
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transition seems logical, the second 28+ state predicted in
the calculations is about 500 keV higher. However, a 28−
state is expected in this energy region (at 8670 keV). A
28− assignment would imply M2 or E3 character for the
22-keV transition. This is not as unlikely as might first
be thought because of the large conversion coefficients for
such low energies. From Table II, a pure M2 transition
would be a factor of about 10 too strong at 2.7(6) W.u.,
but because the conversion coefficient for an E3 transition is
extremely high (>1022), the corresponding E3 γ -ray strength
is very low. An M2/E3 transition is therefore plausible,
leading to a possible 28− state at an energy that is in good
agreement with the prediction. The predicted state has a double
core-excited configuration, and its decay to the 27− state
(single core-excited) would involve several orbital changes
among both protons and neutrons. The 679-keV transition
shows no evidence for E2 admixtures, consistent with this
proposition.
No new branches were observed from the 33− isomer,
which has a single enhanced E3 decay. It is populated from
the newly assigned, short-lived 34− state at 10,620 keV via
the 924-keV transition. Both states are double core excitations
with the same proton component and similar neutron config-
urations, consistent with the absence of a significant lifetime
for the 34− state. Its lifetime limit (conservatively, <5 ns)
corresponds to strengths of10−6 W.u. or10−3 W.u. for M1
and E2 multipolarities for the 924-keV transition [which, from
the large anisotropy of A2 = −0.73(6), is probably mixed].
The situation is similar for the 35− state at 11,355 keV: It
has a number of branches and has been assigned as the first
triple neutron-core excitation, which would imply relatively
hindered transitions to the lower states. The lifetime limit
corresponds to lower limits of ∼10−4–10−5 W.u. for all
branches, so it is neither a constraint nor a support for the
assignment.
The possible spin assignments and implied decay transition
strengths for two highest lying isomers identified in this study
were discussed at some length in Ref. [13] and will not be
repeated here.
B. ESM results and excitation energies
The agreement in excitation energy between the ESM and
experiment in the spin region below about 22h¯ is very good,
as can be seen in Table IV and Fig. 5. As is expected, the 0+
ground-state depression is underestimated by nearly 200 keV
(a similar discrepancy is seen for the ground state of 213Fr
[19]), but essentially all other states predicted to lie near the
yrast line are observed with energies reproduced to better than
100 keV, and many within 50 keV, over the whole spin range
for the valence proton configurations. While no candidate
is observed for the theoretical 9+ state from the πh39/2f7/2
configuration, it is predicted to be significantly above the yrast
line; hence it is unlikely to be populated directly. This is also
the case for the 21− state from the πh9/2i313/2 configuration,
which is calculated to lie at about 7.2 MeV, over 1 MeV above
the yrast line. There are two other 21− states and a 21+ state
that are predicted to be lower, specifically at 6098, 6369, and
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FIG. 5. Comparison between experimental and predicted states
up to spins of about 24h¯. Only states predicted to lie near the yrast
line are shown.
6723 keV, all arising from single neutron-core excitations,
for which there are no experimental counterparts. (Because
of space limitations, these are included in Fig. 5 but not in
Table IV.) Because of their nonyrast nature, they might not be
strongly populated, but they would probably have preferential
decays to the 19− core-excited state at 5771 keV or, by retarded
transitions, to the yrast 20+ state at 5427 keV.
Several other comments are appropriate: As indicated
earlier, the state observed at 2696 keV has been assumed to
be the third 8+ state, although it does not have a firm spin
assignment. Similarly, the 3998-keV experimental state has
been associated with the predicted 14− state at 3993 keV,
again without a firm spin assignment. (These are included
in parentheses in Table IV.) Also, there are two (nonyrast)
16− states predicted at 4719 and 4911 keV, both arising
from the πh29/2f7/2i13/2 configuration, but only one candidate
experimental state is observed at 4929 keV. Although nonyrast,
it is preferentially populated by an E3 decay from the
proposed 19+ state at 5795 keV, consistent with the implied
configuration change. The absence of a similar decay to a lower
(predicted) state could be because of phase differences in the
wave functions for the 16− states, with destructive interference
resulting for one of the possible E3 transitions.
The only experimental state for which we do not have a
theoretical counterpart is the proposed state at 2967 keV, which
was identified in Ref. [4] with a single decay (206.6 keV) to
the 11− yrast state. We do not observe any new transitions that
would substantiate this placement and assignment, but also,
we cannot disprove it. (The present experimental conditions
would result in a lower population of nonyrast states than found
in Ref. [4].)
C. ESM and DIPM results: J  24h¯
In the higher spin region (see Table V and Ref. [13]),
associating predicted states with the observed spectrum is more
complicated because, in general, the level density is higher.
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FIG. 6. Comparison between experimental and predicted states
between 20h¯ and 40h¯, as predicted (top) from the ESM calculations
(adapted from Ref. [13]) and (bottom) the DIPM calculations (from
this article). Note that only selected states have been calculated in the
latter case, and the energies have been shifted downward by 1221 keV
to match the 22+ states. Specific states of interest discussed in the text
are marked. The dashed lines demarcate approximately the regions
of single, double, and triple neutron-core excitations.
As can be seen from Table V, many of the states that fall
near the yrast line involve nonmaximal couplings [as indicated
by the notation (m), (m − 1), etc.]. This results in competing
configurations being close in energy, a situation rather different
to that which pertains in higher Z nuclei, where a few particular
combinations tend to dominate the yrast line. The increased
level density is apparent in the comparison given in Fig. 6
(top). Specific assignments and ambiguities that arise were
covered in some detail in Ref. [13], so the main emphasis in the
present case will be on the comparison with the predictions of
the DIPM, to be discussed in a subsequent section. The DIPM
results are reproduced in Fig. 6 (bottom).
D. Core excitation, deformation, and assigned configurations
As outlined earlier, the historical development of the
understanding of the structure of high-spin isomers in 212Rn
initially involved a shell-model perspective and then models
incorporating (oblate) deformation. While there were common
assignments for many configurations, different configurations
were suggested for a number of the key states. At the
time of the review of de Voigt et al. [39], the multiparticle
configurations based on the predictions of the DIPM were
mostly in agreement with each other and were generally
accepted, although there remained some differences between
the results.
However, a number of those assignments were questioned,
both before that review and after (see, e.g., Refs. [3,10,40]),
because they were incompatible with the experimental feature
of enhanced E3 transitions between states such as the 30+ and
27− pair in 212Rn (and the related 63/2− and 57/2+ pair in
211Rn). The enhanced decay meant that whatever the structure
of the upper state, the state to which it decayed would have to
have a closely related configuration.
In 212Rn, for example, the DIPM and DMO assignments
for the 30+ and 27− states in 212Rn were associated with the
following configurations:
(i) for 30+,
π
(
h29/2f7/2i13/2
)
18−ν
(
p−21/2g9/2j15/2
)
12− ,
β ∼ −0.095(
2 = −0.10);
(ii) for 27−,
π
(
h39/2i13/2
)
17−ν
(
p−21/2g9/2i11/2
)
10+ ,
β ∼ −0.070(
2 = −0.08).
From simple angular momentum coupling restrictions, and
given the number of orbital changes required, an E3 transition
between such configurations is essentially forbidden. The
problem is compounded because an enhanced 33− → 30+
transition is also observed, severely constraining the configu-
ration of three states in sequence. Similar arguments apply to
the 69/2+ → 63/2− → 57/2+ sequence in 211Rn [3].
As discussed earlier, the deformation energy in the DIPM
accounts for a considerable portion of the shell-model inter-
action, but it is not precisely equivalent, the difference being
configuration-dependent. (A direct comparison of deformation
energy and residual interactions for the configuration proposed
for the 30+ isomer in 212Rn is given in Ref. [41].) Andersson
et al. [8] showed that inclusion of the deformation in their
DMO model dramatically improved the comparison between
theory and experiment, compared to a pure “spherical” case.
However, this improvement in energy should not be taken to
imply that deformation is a necessary component, and it can
be misleading if the configuration assignments disagree with
other experimental properties.
A second problem that confronts the DIPM interpretation is
the small quadrupole moment measured for the 63/2− isomer
in 211Rn [42]. Its magnitude can be explained by the mixed
shell-model configurations, without requiring significant de-
formation [42]. A similar conclusion was reached [43] from
the measurement of the quadrupole moment in 213Fr126, which
has a related configuration, and from the theoretical analysis
given by Sagawa and Arima [44] for a number of high-spin
isomers in the Pb region.
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FIG. 7. Equilibrium quadrupole deformations from the DIPM
model for the states given in Table VI. Note that all have small
values of β4 and γ ≈ 60◦. The arrows mark states that have the
common 18− proton component, as discussed in the text. Note also
that the calculations use the Lund convention; hence, for γ = 60◦,
the β2 parameter is of opposite sign to β or 
2 in the other DIPM
calculations discussed in the text.
It should be noted that while the magnitude of the
deformation predicted by the calculations becomes larger as
more neutron-core excitations occur, it remains in the region of
0.10. The trend can be seen in Fig. 7. Only the quadrupole
deformation is plotted, given that the higher multipoles are
small and the triaxiality parameter γ is close to 60◦ for all
calculated states.
From a detailed comparison of the two approaches depicted
in Fig. 6 (with numerical values given in Tables IV and V
and VI), a number of key points emerge. As discussed earlier,
while the energy of the lowest 30+ state in the deformed
calculations matches experimental values, its configuration is
inconsistent with the observed decays. The calculated 30+2
and 30+3 (DIPM) states are, in fact, the ones that correspond
to the two lowest ESM states (which mix), whose properties
match experimental results. The 23+, 28−, 30+1 , and 37− states
marked in Fig. 6 (bottom) in the deformed calculation, in
fact, all fall relatively low in energy. From Table VI, it
can be seen that these have a common component from the
(h29/2f7/2i13/2)18− proton configuration, the only core-excited
states with such a component. In all cases, except perhaps for
the 30+1 state, these also all have a predicted deformation that
is equal to or larger than other configurations in the same
region, particularly the 37− state. We are led to conclude
that in the DIPM, the energies of the states involving the
18− proton configuration are underestimated. This seems to
be the source of the original discrepancy between the DIPM
configuration assignments and the shell-model assignments
for the 30+ isomer, a conclusion that can be reached now that
a more extensive comparison has been possible.
The yrast trap with Jπ = 35− predicted by Matsuyanagi
et al. [9] was from the Jmax − 3 coupling from the
π (h29/2f7/2i13/2)18−νp−21/2f −15/2g9/2i11/2j15/2 configuration, in-
volving both the 18− proton component and a triple neutron-
core excitation. However, this is not the same configuration as
that assigned here (from the ESM) to either of the observed
35− states.
In addition to the limitations in the DIPM outlined earlier,
another factor that could have a bearing on the difference
between the predictions is the neglect of spin-spin interactions
in the deformed case. These have a significant effect in the
energies of high-K states, causing relative shifts of several
hundred keV [45]. Writing the Nilsson configurations for
the main states with the intrinsic spin couplings explicit
gives
30+1 (DIPM);
π9/2−[505 ↓]7/2−[514 ↓]7/2−[503 ↓]13/2+[606 ↑]
⊗ ν9/2+[615 ↓]15/2−[615 ↑],
30+2 (DIPM);
π9/2−[505 ↓]7/2−[514 ↓]13/2+[606 ↑]11/2+[615 ↑]
⊗ ν9/2+[615 ↓]11/2+[606 ↓].
In terms of the generalized Gallagher-Moszkowski splittings
[45], there are four antiparallel proton-neutron couplings ([↑↓,
↓↑]) in the first configuration and eight parallel couplings
([↑↑,↓↓]) in the second. There are corresponding differences
in the neutron-neutron and proton-proton couplings as well,
and depending on the magnitudes of the (configuration-
dependent) interactions, there is likely to be a significant
difference in the total residual interaction for the two cases.
Unfortunately, few of the interactions are known empirically
because these orbital combinations do not generally arise in
prolate deformed nuclei, the source of most of the empirical
data. However, schematically, it would seem that the first con-
figuration would be more depressed in energy than the second,
thus exacerbating, rather than resolving, the discrepancy.
Another state of interest in the comparison between the
ESM and DIPM calculations is a 32− state from the same
configuration predicted at essentially the same energy in both
calculations (9572 keV in the ESM model and 9579 keV in the
DIPM model), for which there is no experimental counterpart.
The predicted energy in the ESM will be underestimated
in this case because it neglects octupole blocking. The 33−
experimental state at 9696 keV is predicted at 9435 keV in
the DIPM, a better match than the value of 10,274 keV from
the ESM, but the ESM fares better for the (possible) yrast 38+
state. Finally, both calculations predict a low-lying 40+ state
at essentially the same energy, 12,949 keV in the ESM and
12,863 keV in the DIPM, a state for which no candidate has
been observed. As concluded in Ref. [13], the nonobservation
of this state, which is likely to be an isomer, is surprising.
To conclude, it appears that the ESM provides a more
reliable approach to the characterization of observed high-
spin states in 212Rn, with the qualification that there remain
ambiguities about the more complicated triple neutron-core
excitations. By implication, a similar judgment could be
reached for nearby Rn isotopes. In contrast, the predictability
of the DIPM calculations is open to question, with a consistent
mismatch between apparent agreements in energy for favored
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states and the configuration relationships implied by the
detailed decay properties.
The DIPM has also been applied to another region where
(oblate) high-spin isomeric states occur, specifically, close to
the Z = 64 subshell and N = 82 shell closures (see, e.g.,
Refs. [39,46], and references therein). This region differs in
principle from the Rn region in that the nuclei are softer, and
purportedly larger oblate deformations (β2 ∼ −0.2) occur.
These are driven largely by the d3/2 neutron holes and d5/2
proton holes created in core excitations, the proton and neutron
gaps being similar and smaller than in the Rn region. Never-
theless, there are considerable similarities in the competing
shell-model multiparticle excitations, and significant octupole
coupling is present. Spin and parity assignments for the
high-lying isomers are rarely unambiguous and often rely
partly on predictions of the DIPM (e.g., Ref. [47]). It remains to
be seen whether such deformed configuration assignments are
consistent with the relationships between the initial (isomeric)
state and the final states.
VII. SUMMARY
A comprehensive level scheme has been established for the
N = 126 nuclide 212Rn. New states with firm spin assignments
and new γ -ray branches have been assigned in the scheme
up to J ∼ 20h¯, a region where most states are formed from
couplings of the four valence protons. The precise energy
and decay properties of the yrast 22h¯ isomer have also been
defined, confirming its spin and parity and configuration. The
semiempirical shell model succeeds in accounting for nearly
all such states observed, with predicted energies that agree,
relatively precisely, with experimental values. An extensive
level scheme is also established for the higher spin region, up
to J ∼ 39h¯, with an excitation energy in excess of 13 MeV,
covering states formed by aligned valence protons combined
with single, double, and triple neutron-core excitations. Cal-
culations within both the shell-model framework and the
deformed independent particle model have been carried out,
with mixed success. Most of the states can be described
within the ESM, albeit without the precision found for the
lower spin, less complex configurations. While the DIPM has
some success in describing the relative energies of the main
yrast states, predicting them to have oblate shapes with rela-
tively small deformations, some of the agreement is superficial
in that the configuration assignments are inconsistent with
the decay properties, particularly the enhanced E3 transitions
observed. This discrepancy has been pointed out before,
but the present, more extensive calculations suggest that the
discrepancy can be traced to an underestimate of the energy of
the 18− proton configuration in the deformed space. Both cal-
culations also predict a relatively low energy (yrast) 40+ state,
which, as yet, has not been identified. Progress in this area,
particularly with the ESM, is likely to require self-consistent
incorporation of octupole coupling effects, core polarization,
Pauli blocking, and possible modification of the residual
interactions.
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